
Pînă pe 30 septembrie – înscrieri deschise pentru 6 cursuri hibride intensive (Blended 
Intensive Programmes) 
 
Până pe 30 septembrie vă puteți înscrie la cursurile CIVIS – cursuri hibrid, care presupun 
cursuri online și o mobilitate în una dintre țările partenere CIVIS, pentru cursuri față în 
față/vizite în teren. Cursurile sunt create de cel puțin patru Universități din consorțiul CIVIS. 
Este atât o oportunitate de învățare multidisciplinară, cât și o oportunitate de a avea colegi 
din 10 state europene. Pentru toate cursurile există un număr limitat de participanți.  
 
Mai jos este lista cursurilor deschise acum, în funcție de nivelul de studii (licență, master, 
doctorat). IMPORTANT: pentru mobilitatea din cadrul acestor cursuri, puteți aplica la 
Erasmus pentru cheltuielile de deplasare.  
 
Cursuri deschise pentru nivel licență:  
 
Democra:c Memories in Global Perspec:ve 
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 4.12.2023 – 28.03.2023 
Mobilitatea fizică: 24.03.2024 – 28.03.2024 în Tubingen.  
Cursurile online vor fi pe 4.12.2023, 11.12.2023, 18.12.2023, 15.01.2024, 22.01.2024, 
29.01.2024, 5.02.2024, 12.02.2024, 19.02.2024.  
 
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institu
tions%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64e8785c6ab7286e8a00062d  
 
Descrierea cursului: Democracy as an ideal form of government was interpreted and 
realized differently across time in various parts of the world. Every attempt to establish 
democratic institutions in countries or world regions, their relative success, forms of 
organization and basis of stability, as well as the threats against them, are part of a global 
democratic history, which connects interpretations of the past with present experiences and 
future aspirations. In this context, democratic collective memory plays a central role. It 
shapes history, creates cultures of remembrance and memory sites in museums, memorials 
and archives, and awakes moral emotions across generations, influencing political and rule 
making decisions. 

In this course, the topic of democratic collective memories will be discussed from an 
international and transdisciplinary perspective, including psychology, law, political science, 
history, sociology, education, archeology and cultural studies. Fostering cooperation within 
the CIVIS network, this course aims to make students aware that global democratic issues 
do not have simple solutions and demand cooperation between different academic 
specializations and multiple stakeholders. Moreover, the contact with researchers and 
students from different countries where democratic memories are dealt with differently, 
will support the development of critical thinking, opening new possibilities for international 
agreements as well as European and global solutions. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/democratic-memories-in-global-perspective  
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Linguis:c cultures and communi:es in Europe past and present: building the EUROTALES 
Museum 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului:18 octombrie 2023 – 13 decembrie 2023.  
Mobilitatea fizică va avea loc în Roma, în perioada 20-24 noiembrie.  
Cursurile online vor fi pe 18 octombrie, 25 octombrie, 8 noiembrie, 15 noiembrie, 13 
decembrie.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64f077893b5d004263000096  
 
Descrierea cursului: 
Ciges have a significant role to play in advancing democracy and cigzenship. In an urban 
world, ciges are both home and local poligcal context for most people. As centres of social 
life, economy and resource use, ciges are also key sites for dealing with global challenges like 
climate change. Cigzen “co-creagon” is an important means of opening-up mulg-direcgonal, 
horizontal dialogues and decision-making processes between government and civil society. 
But it necessitates experimentagon and insgtugonal change, which can be difficult for local 
governments because of rigid structures and a lack of resources. There are also concerns 
over the extent to which cigzens can genuinely influence government. Hence crigcal 
engagement with local concepts and pracgces of ‘co-creagon’ is necessary to idengfy 
challenges and ways forward. 

The module develops comparagve and interdisciplinary knowledge of co-creagon in local 
government and examines its potengal to address urban challenges. The internagonal 
(Brussels, Bucharest, Glasgow, Rome, Tübingen) and interdisciplinary background of staff and 
students (Poligcal Science, Geography, Planning, Urban Design and Urban Studies) will help 
develop mulg-faceted, comparagve insights. Learning will occur in blended formats 
including online roundtables with pargcipagng staff and students and a 5-day meegng in 
Rome incorporagng in-person learning acgviges. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/co-creating-urban-futures-citizen-participation-in-local-
governance-1  
 
 
 
 
 
Cursuri deschise pentru nivel master:  
 
Co-crea:ng Urban Futures: Ci:zen Par:cipa:on in Local Governance:  
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 18.10.2023 – 13.12.2023.  
Mobilitatea fizică va avea loc în perioada 20-24 noiembrie, 2023, în Roma. 
Cursurile online vor fi pe 18 octombrie, 25 octombrie, 8 noiembrie, 15 noiembrie, 13 
decembrie.  
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Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64f077893b5d004263000096 
 
Descrierea cursului: Ciges have a significant role to play in advancing democracy and 
cigzenship. In an urban world, ciges are both home and local poligcal context for most 
people. As centres of social life, economy and resource use, ciges are also key sites for 
dealing with global challenges like climate change. Cigzen “co-creagon” is an important 
means of opening-up mulg-direcgonal, horizontal dialogues and decision-making processes 
between government and civil society. But it necessitates experimentagon and insgtugonal 
change, which can be difficult for local governments because of rigid structures and a lack of 
resources. There are also concerns over the extent to which cigzens can genuinely influence 
government. Hence crigcal engagement with local concepts and pracgces of ‘co-creagon’ is 
necessary to idengfy challenges and ways forward. 

The module develops comparagve and interdisciplinary knowledge of co-creagon in local 
government and examines its potengal to address urban challenges. The internagonal 
(Brussels, Bucharest, Glasgow, Rome, Tübingen) and interdisciplinary background of staff and 
students (Poligcal Science, Geography, Planning, Urban Design and Urban Studies) will help 
develop mulg-faceted, comparagve insights. Learning will occur in blended formats 
including online roundtables with pargcipagng staff and students and a 5-day meegng in 
Rome incorporagng in-person learning acgviges. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/co-creating-urban-futures-citizen-participation-in-local-
governance-1  

 
Papyrology and the Mediterranean world:  
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 2.01.2024 – 21.06.2024.  
Mobilitatea fizică va fi în Bruxelles, fără a fi stabilită încă perioada.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64ef34b86ab728461e000439  
 
Descrierea cursului: The course seeks to train Masters and PhD students in the study of 
documents of the Greco-Roman Egypt. The tens of thousands of papyri discovered in Egypt 
constitute an incomparably rich source on the history of Egypt, from the conquest of 
Alexander the Great at the end of the 4th century BCE to the Arab conquest in the mid-7th 
century CE. 
 
The course aims to train students in papyrology and its issues through both theory and 
practice. Students will first follow a cycle of ten two-hour lessons, which will consist of 
lectures devoted to a particular theme, in order to provide students with the necessary 
theoretical and conceptual foundations. The physical mobility will build on this knowledge 
and focus on practice. Each student will be given a fragment of papyrus from the Brussels 
collection to study, edit, analyse and interpret, with the help of the teachers. 
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Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/papyrology-and-the-mediterranean-world  
 
 
Democra:c Memories in Global Perspec:ve 
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 4.12.2023 – 28.03.2023 
Mobilitatea fizică: 24.03.2024 – 28.03.2024 în Tubingen.  
Cursurile online vor fi pe 4.12.2023, 11.12.2023, 18.12.2023, 15.01.2024, 22.01.2024, 
29.01.2024, 5.02.2024, 12.02.2024, 19.02.2024.  
 
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institu
tions%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64e8785c6ab7286e8a00062d  
 
Descrierea cursului: Democracy as an ideal form of government was interpreted and 
realized differently across time in various parts of the world. Every attempt to establish 
democratic institutions in countries or world regions, their relative success, forms of 
organization and basis of stability, as well as the threats against them, are part of a global 
democratic history, which connects interpretations of the past with present experiences and 
future aspirations. In this context, democratic collective memory plays a central role. It 
shapes history, creates cultures of remembrance and memory sites in museums, memorials 
and archives, and awakes moral emotions across generations, influencing political and rule 
making decisions. 

In this course, the topic of democratic collective memories will be discussed from an 
international and transdisciplinary perspective, including psychology, law, political science, 
history, sociology, education, archeology and cultural studies. Fostering cooperation within 
the CIVIS network, this course aims to make students aware that global democratic issues 
do not have simple solutions and demand cooperation between different academic 
specializations and multiple stakeholders. Moreover, the contact with researchers and 
students from different countries where democratic memories are dealt with differently, 
will support the development of critical thinking, opening new possibilities for international 
agreements as well as European and global solutions. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/democratic-memories-in-global-perspective  
 
 
Linguis:c cultures and communi:es in Europe past and present: building the EUROTALES 
Museum 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului:18 octombrie 2023 – 13 decembrie 2023.  
Mobilitatea fizică va avea loc în Roma, în perioada 20-24 noiembrie.  
Cursurile online vor fi pe 18 octombrie, 25 octombrie, 8 noiembrie, 15 noiembrie, 13 
decembrie.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
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https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64f077893b5d004263000096  
 
Descrierea cursului: 
Ciges have a significant role to play in advancing democracy and cigzenship. In an urban 
world, ciges are both home and local poligcal context for most people. As centres of social 
life, economy and resource use, ciges are also key sites for dealing with global challenges like 
climate change. Cigzen “co-creagon” is an important means of opening-up mulg-direcgonal, 
horizontal dialogues and decision-making processes between government and civil society. 
But it necessitates experimentagon and insgtugonal change, which can be difficult for local 
governments because of rigid structures and a lack of resources. There are also concerns 
over the extent to which cigzens can genuinely influence government. Hence crigcal 
engagement with local concepts and pracgces of ‘co-creagon’ is necessary to idengfy 
challenges and ways forward. 

The module develops comparagve and interdisciplinary knowledge of co-creagon in local 
government and examines its potengal to address urban challenges. The internagonal 
(Brussels, Bucharest, Glasgow, Rome, Tübingen) and interdisciplinary background of staff and 
students (Poligcal Science, Geography, Planning, Urban Design and Urban Studies) will help 
develop mulg-faceted, comparagve insights. Learning will occur in blended formats 
including online roundtables with pargcipagng staff and students and a 5-day meegng in 
Rome incorporagng in-person learning acgviges. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/co-creating-urban-futures-citizen-participation-in-local-
governance-1  

 
European Renaissance I: Reading for Entertainment 
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 13 noiembrie – 15 decembrie 2023.  
Mobilitatea fizică va avea loc în perioada 11 – 15 decembrie 2023, în Roma.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64f06f463b5d0027d90003f3  
 
Descrierea cursului: This course will allow students to discover the contents (genres, topics, 
characters) and contexts (times, places, and modes of reading) of texts of entertainment. It 
will also show them how to distinguish between works of entertainment recommended for 
women and those actually read by female audiences, readings aimed at laymen and those for 
religious, the entertainment books aimed at education and training, of young people as well as 
princes, the best-sellers that circulated in early modern Europe, their physical aspects (format, 
paper, etc) and the price at which they were sold, the libraries in which they were stored and 
the routes they took to get from the printing press to the hands of their readers. 

The course will also take into account the languages of entertainment readings, their 
translations as a vehicle for their European circulation, the relationship between writing and 
reading, and also the role of orality in the dissemination of stories and characters. This BIP 
adopts a transnational and comparative approach, exploring our key themes from a pan-
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European perspective and highlighting the consequences of cross-cultural exchanges between 
different European countries. The project aims thus to offer students a wide variety of critical 
and methodological approaches to early modern entertainment literature. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/european-renaissance-i-reading-for-entertainment  
 
 
Cursuri deschise pentru nivel doctorat:  
 
Papyrology and the Mediterranean world:  
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 2.01.2024 – 21.06.2024.  
Mobilitatea fizică va fi în Bruxelles, fără a fi stabilită încă perioada.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64ef34b86ab728461e000439  
 
Descrierea cursului: The course seeks to train Masters and PhD students in the study of 
documents of the Greco-Roman Egypt. The tens of thousands of papyri discovered in Egypt 
constitute an incomparably rich source on the history of Egypt, from the conquest of 
Alexander the Great at the end of the 4th century BCE to the Arab conquest in the mid-7th 
century CE. 
 
The course aims to train students in papyrology and its issues through both theory and 
practice. Students will first follow a cycle of ten two-hour lessons, which will consist of 
lectures devoted to a particular theme, in order to provide students with the necessary 
theoretical and conceptual foundations. The physical mobility will build on this knowledge 
and focus on practice. Each student will be given a fragment of papyrus from the Brussels 
collection to study, edit, analyse and interpret, with the help of the teachers. 
 
Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/papyrology-and-the-mediterranean-world  
 

 
European Renaissance I: Reading for Entertainment 
 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului: 13 noiembrie – 15 decembrie 2023.  
Mobilitatea fizică va avea loc în perioada 11 – 15 decembrie 2023, în Roma.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64f06f463b5d0027d90003f3  
 
Descrierea cursului: This course will allow students to discover the contents (genres, topics, 
characters) and contexts (times, places, and modes of reading) of texts of entertainment. It 
will also show them how to distinguish between works of entertainment recommended for 
women and those actually read by female audiences, readings aimed at laymen and those for 
religious, the entertainment books aimed at education and training, of young people as well as 
princes, the best-sellers that circulated in early modern Europe, their physical aspects (format, 
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paper, etc) and the price at which they were sold, the libraries in which they were stored and 
the routes they took to get from the printing press to the hands of their readers. 

The course will also take into account the languages of entertainment readings, their 
translations as a vehicle for their European circulation, the relationship between writing and 
reading, and also the role of orality in the dissemination of stories and characters. This BIP 
adopts a transnational and comparative approach, exploring our key themes from a pan-
European perspective and highlighting the consequences of cross-cultural exchanges between 
different European countries. The project aims thus to offer students a wide variety of critical 
and methodological approaches to early modern entertainment literature. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/european-renaissance-i-reading-for-entertainment  
 
 
Linguis:c cultures and communi:es in Europe past and present: building the EUROTALES 
Museum 
Perioada de desfășurare a cursului:18 octombrie 2023 – 13 decembrie 2023.  
Mobilitatea fizică va avea loc în Roma, în perioada 20-24 noiembrie.  
Cursurile online vor fi pe 18 octombrie, 25 octombrie, 8 noiembrie, 15 noiembrie, 13 
decembrie.  
Formularul pentru a aplica este disponibil aici: 
https://mobility.civis.eu/templates/64e476a39a52af425e0002fb/start?context[type]=Institutio
ns%3A%3AClassOf&context[id]=64f077893b5d004263000096  
 
Descrierea cursului: 
Ciges have a significant role to play in advancing democracy and cigzenship. In an urban 
world, ciges are both home and local poligcal context for most people. As centres of social 
life, economy and resource use, ciges are also key sites for dealing with global challenges like 
climate change. Cigzen “co-creagon” is an important means of opening-up mulg-direcgonal, 
horizontal dialogues and decision-making processes between government and civil society. 
But it necessitates experimentagon and insgtugonal change, which can be difficult for local 
governments because of rigid structures and a lack of resources. There are also concerns 
over the extent to which cigzens can genuinely influence government. Hence crigcal 
engagement with local concepts and pracgces of ‘co-creagon’ is necessary to idengfy 
challenges and ways forward. 

The module develops comparagve and interdisciplinary knowledge of co-creagon in local 
government and examines its potengal to address urban challenges. The internagonal 
(Brussels, Bucharest, Glasgow, Rome, Tübingen) and interdisciplinary background of staff and 
students (Poligcal Science, Geography, Planning, Urban Design and Urban Studies) will help 
develop mulg-faceted, comparagve insights. Learning will occur in blended formats 
including online roundtables with pargcipagng staff and students and a 5-day meegng in 
Rome incorporagng in-person learning acgviges. 

Pentru mai multe detalii cu privire la curs, informațiile sunt disponibile aici: 
https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses/co-creating-urban-futures-citizen-participation-in-local-
governance-1  
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